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Physiological and psychological effects of simulation experience of kangaroo care for 
women
Ayaka Fukushima, Kiyoko Kabeyama
Abstract : Kangaroo care (KC) and the cradle holding (CH) were performed while baby dolls with 
warm sensations, and the physiological and psychological effects on women were examined. Subjects 
were 21 women (KC group: 10, CH group: 11), and their feelings towards the baby, breast skin 
temperature, temperature of the skin contacting the doll (KC group only), heart rate, and autonomic 
nervous function (HF/LF) were evaluated regarding 3 phases: Baseline (resting position), Phase 2 
(holding the baby), and Phase 3 (holding and speaking to the baby). 1. Approach feeling scores 
increased after the intervention in both groups, and avoidance feeling scores and the conflict index 
decreased after the intervention in the CH group. 2. A significant difference was observed in the skin 
temperature between Phases 2 and 3 in both groups. 3. The skin contact temperature significantly 
increased in Phase 3 compared with Phase 2. 4. Heart rate variability (LF/HF) significantly increased 
in Phase 3 compared with the Baseline and Phase 2 in both groups. For KC, it is important to provide 
preliminary training to help create the image of KC by instructing in not only the methods of 
holding, but also speaking to and touching babies.


























































Mean SD Mean SD




t値 or x2値 p値
Mean SD Mean SD
年齢（歳） 21.50 1.27 21.18 1.54 0.51 n.s.
身長（cm） 157.40 6.43 161.98 5.50 -1.77 0.09
体重（kg） 51.60 3.69 51.09 4.85 0.27 n.s.
睡眠時間（時間） 6.50 2.38 6.91 2.07 -0.42 n.s.
兄弟がいる者（名） 10 100％ 8 72.7％ 3.18 0.07
注）t検定 orカイ二乗検定 n.s.=not significant
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図 1 実験プロトコル 
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Mean SD Mean SD
年齢(歳) 21.50 1.27 21.18 1.54 0.51 n.s.
身長(cm) 157.40 6.43 161.98 5.50 -1.77 0.09
体重(kg) 51.60 3.69 51.09 4.85 0.27 n.s.
睡眠時間(時間) 6.50 2.38 .91 2.07 -0.42 n.s.
兄弟がいる者(名) 10 100％ 8 72.7％ 3.18 0.07
注)t検定orカイ二乗検定 n.s.=not significant
KC(N=10) YOKO(N=11)

























before after t値 p値
KC;n=10 25.20(6.746) 25.90(8.020) -0.685 n.s.
YOKO;n=11 27.64(8.250) 27.91(8.549) -0.275 n.s.
KC;n=10 6.40(2.319) 6.70(4.029) -0.225 n.s.
YOKO;n=11 9.64(3.414) 7.45(4.458) 1.951 0.080
KC;n=10 27.60(12.625) 29.30(24.203) -0.241 n.s.











































phase 2  before － phase 3  during 間（p=0.006），
phase 3  before － phase 3  during 間（p=0.006），
















 （ 3）測定は 3段階に分けて行った．
 【Phase 1・baseline】 体 温 お よ び 心 拍 変 動 の
baselineの測定を行った．

























before after t値 p値
接近得点 KC;n=10 25.20（6.746） 25.90（8.020） -0.685 n.s.
YOKO;n=11 27.64（8.250） 27.91（8.549） -0.275 n.s.
回避得点 KC;n=10 6.40（2.319） 6.70（4.029） -0.225 n.s.
YOKO;n=11 9.64（3.414） 7.45（4.458） 1.951 0.080
拮抗指数 KC;n=10 27.60（12.625） 29.30（24.203） -0.241 n.s.






たが，YOKO群では baseline－ phase 3間（p=0.042）




phase 2 -phase 3にかけて増加していた（図 2）．副交





たが，両群を合わせた合計では baseline－ phase 3間



































































　乳房での皮膚温（周囲皮膚温）は phase 2  during




KC 群のみ測定した接触面での皮膚温は phase 2  
before － phase 3  during 間，phase 3  before －
phase 3  during間，phase 3  before－ phase 3  after
間で有意に上昇していたが，phase 3  afterでも平均
34.09℃にとどまった．































となったといえ，baseline － phase 3 間と phase 2 －
phase 3 間では LF/HF が両群ともに有意に上昇して
いたことから，ただ「抱く」というだけでなく「話し
図 2．KC群と YOKO群における LF、HF、LF/HFの比較
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